Two fates, differing outcomes, one
fateful decision, a life hangs in the
balance as a knife wielding young
man is confronted by two strangers
on his way home from work.

Directors Vision
The ephemeral nature of filmmaking has always fascinated me, I only take on projects I
am truly attached to on an emotional level. Knifepoint is a story I felt I must tell; it
revolves around the prevalent use of bladed weapons in UK violent crime. knife crime
in the UK has soared to the highest level on record.
As the issue of knife crime has continued to be prevalent in UK society for so long, the
use of bladed weapons in major incidents of violence has continued to be an
underlining factor failing to be addressed by most law enforcement and governmental
initiatives. This factor continues to transcend age, race, status and even geographical
location, as England, Scotland and Wales see incremental rises in cases. 24 children
aged just 17 or younger were murdered with a knife or sharp object in 2019 alone.
This represents the highest number of children murdered in over a decade.
Currently knife crime has become an issue that has permeated across so many
institutions, society is virtually desensitised to its existence. News articles and stories
across regions such as London, the Midlands and beyond are consistent but almost
expected. The continued model of awareness and education seeks to help stem the
tide of this issue and my hope is that this short film will help further lay bare the
realities and outcomes of endangering the lives of yourself and others when wielding
or carrying a knife or bladed weapon.
Knifepoint is a bleak yet hopeful, coiled drama and a hybridisation of tonal influences
from films like Disturbia and The Butterfly Effect. I intend to embed the message of the
film deep within the characters and create a distinctive topic that has never
conclusively been explored.

Director – Kenton Hall
Kenton Hall is a Canadian writer, actor, director and musician. Born in Estevan,
Saskatchewan, Hall initially came to prominence as the frontman of the UK Band ‘IST’,
releasing three critically applauded albums (Freudian Corduroy, King Martha and
Toothpick Bridge), as well as several standalone singles and EPs between 2000-2010,
garnering a nomination as one of MOJO Magazine's "Songwriters of Substance" in the
process.
Prior to the band's break-up in 2010, however, he had already initiated a return to his
initial career as an actor and filmmaker which had begun with a brief appearance in 1994's
Little Women, before being interrupted by his musical pursuits. Since his return he has
built up an impressive list of credits as an actor including roles in the likes of Les
Misérables, The Amityville Asylum, Muppets Most Wanted, The Edge of the Lawn and
acclaimed shorts such as Twinkle, Twinkle, John Lennon's Turd and Bus Stop, Wet Day
(which he also wrote and directed).
In 2014, he appeared as the lead in both Clare Speller's Father to Fall (which he also wrote
and co-produced) and Rob Ineson and Carl Haynes' Cold Turkey, amongst others. Later
that year, Kenton went on to write and direct two acclaimed feature films: A Dozen
Summers and Between New York and Wednesday, the first a film for and about children
the latter an unconventional romantic comedy.

Writer/Actor/Producer – Pardeep Chera
Pardeep Chera is a British Actor with over 10 years of experience. Having begun his
career in theatre and transitioning into film, Pardeep has appeared in several
independent titles. His industry and personal experiences have also seen him
juxtapose seamlessly into screenwriting, and he went on to create the upcoming sportdrama Singh: Number 7 which gained significant media acclaim even before release.
Pardeep also owns and runs his own independent film outfit West Knighton Films
which specialises in the production and distribution of short, television and feature
projects.
Pardeep cut his teeth in his early career also working behind the camera as both a
junior writer and production assistant, this gave him an appreciation for the more
logistical and creative side of filmmaking. It is on this element of his journey that he
began to develop a deep -seated passion for telling stories with a distinct message. The
core fabric of Knifepoint’s storyline was developed by Pardeep over the last 4 years,
and he steadily evolved it into the timely and powerful narrative it possesses currently.

Writer/Producer/Executive Producer – Joshua Odigie
Joshua Odigie is an award-winning producer with just under a decade’s worth of
experience in the film, television and commercial video industry. Beginning his creative
trajectory in Lagos, Nigeria, Joshua spent the bulk of his teenage years putting together
short form videos and skits on an old camcorder gifted to him on his 10th birthday.
On moving to the UK and graduating from University in Leicester, he went on to work at
Affixxius Films, a top ad firm/creative film agency based in London and the East- Midlands.
Joshua worked his way up at Affixxius from intern to development producer and by 2016,
after about 6 years at the studio, he had won 3 Royal Television Society Awards, an EVCOM
award and earned a BAFTA short-film nomination as a senior producer.
On leaving Affixxius, Joshua set up his own independent television, feature film and
creative content company StudioBase, the team behind acclaimed sports-drama film
Singh: Number 7 and several other titles.
Throughout his career, Joshua has also been mentored by several top UK film and
television studio execs including Johann Knobel (Noughts and Crosses, The Watch),
Edward Rastelli-Lewis (Morbius, His Dark Materials) and Zenna Barry (Curfew, Emmerdale).
Joshua continues to produce, write, and develop shorts, television series as well as feature
films across the UK, Africa, and North America.

Cinematographer – Charlie Harris
An exceedingly experienced Director of photography (DOP) with several years’ worth of
knowledge in film and television production. Charlie has developed a broad array of
professional abilities including directing, editing, colour grading, and lighting which have
enabled him to gain confidence in nit just meeting but surpassing the expectations of
any DOP role he has taken on.
In 2017 Charlie joined up with viral video and fan film company Digilheart and has since
been working with them and numerous production companies on a wide range of Film,
TV and Commercial projects.
Combining DOP skills with visual arts understanding has enabled Charlie to stand out
and bring invention to every project he takes on board. His proficiency and excellent
attention to detail, originality and artistic approach have all resulted in producing
remarkable visual aids to improve and better tell the narrative to the audience.
The vast specialized knowledge Charlie has garnered over the years have empowered
him to take responsibility and make decisions, reinforcing producers and directors to
achieve exceptional results.

Confirmed Cast –
Pardeep Chera &
Charles Hulme
As well as producing Knifepoint, Pardeep Chera will be playing the role of Jaden. The
acclaimed actor is currently slated to appear in the original sports-drama independent
feature film, Singh: Number 7 and is also scheduled to appear in original series The
Witness Game. Also featuring in Knifepoint is Charles Hulme.
Charles is a highly accomplished and experienced actor with over a dozen major credit to
his name. Originally from Cyprus but raised in the UK Charles has worked either in an
acting capacity or in production teams for major titles such as War Horse and The Fast
and Furious franchise. He is next to appear in the upcoming film Singh: Number 7, a
feature film in which he is a Producer as well.

Narrative, Style & Tone
Knifepoint as a film follows the character Jaden as he finishes his workday and heads into
his local town to meet his fiancée, Sharon. What seems like a normal walk carried out
thousands of times by this titular character jarringly splits into two possible narratives and
outcomes.
In the first plot line Jaden bumps into two men on a lonely street and the incident
escalates into a violent confrontation, in the other, he brushes off their actions and
continues his path towards the woman he loves. Knifepoint gives the audience a bleak
view of what consequences could be held when a deadly weapon enters the fray of what
could have been a minor altercation, one with devastating consequences, the other with a
future preserved.
The short film will seek to be stark and visually opulent with strong colours and a distinct
focus on character work. Daylight will be showcased heavily to signify a natural tone and
element and each scene will flow into a fine balance.
With two narratives running in parallel to each other, we intend to showcase each one with
a unique component. One storyline will have a darker, edgier feel, whilst the other will be
brighter, warmer and more homespun, to signify a happier dynamic to the short film.

knifepointfilm.co.uk

